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In his role as the production associate, t who was working on the  in  was 

eventually transferred to . (Id.).  works in the  installing drive shafts 

onto the .  injured his low back at work in three instances, , January 

, and October .  sustained the injuries while installing the  onto 

the . (Id.). The estimated weight of the  is between  pounds. (Id.). 

While performing his job,  had to lean up against the  and lean forward holding up the 

 while assembling it onto the . (Dr. Report,  ). 

On  ,  was leaning over the  and positioning  onto 

transmission. (Injury Illness Form, ). While he was lifting the front portion of the 

 and hand starting the nut from the  to the rear end he experienced a tight 

sensation in his back for about one hour in his  (Id. and Dr. Report, 

).  started having tightness, sharp burning, and pains, and stabbing into his 

right leg and down to the arch of his foot. (Id.). 

After the injury,  informed his co-worker  that he hurt his back and needed 

to notify supervisors of the injury. (Commission Decision and Order, p. 5).  notified about 

the injury to his supervisors and discussed the injury with  (“ ”). (Id.). 

provided him with the paperwork and advised that he talk to the section leader before going to 

. (Id.).  However,  was unable to meet with the section leader for some time and continued 

to work through pain hoping to talk to the section leader without much delay. (Id.). 

Following the injury, even after several treatments  continued to experience pain in 

the lower back radiating down both legs. (Id.).  continued his follow up visits with physician 

, MD (“Dr. ”) since  until . 

(Dr.  Reports from  to ). ’s medical records and 
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progress reports show that he has pain with prolonged sitting and low back pain into the right leg. 

As  continued to experience the lower back pain without much relief, Dr.  referred 

him to Doctor  MD (“Dr. ”). (Dr.  Tr. 6: ). 

 visited Dr.  at the  on . 

(Dr.  Report, ). While visiting Dr. ,  had MRI reports of left 

shoulder, right shoulder, and lumbar spine. (Id.). Dr.  reviewed the lumbar spine MRI taken 

on  and observed disc degenerative disease which is advanced for ’s age 

of  years. (Id.). He noted that the changes were at  and the report identified 50% collapse 

of the disc. (Id.). Dr.  also noticed that there is a decrease in hydration of the disc turning it to 

black disc disease and advised continued physical therapy to . (Id.). 

Dr. ’s progress report on ’s condition dated  also specified 

’s primary condition as degenerative disc disease with subjective symptoms like low back 

pain, tightness, sharp burning pains stabbing into right leg and down to arch of his foot. (Dr.  

Report, ). The  weeks advise for physical therapy and the report specifically 

mentioned that  will be out of work the  weeks. (Id.). 

In addition, Dr.  also testified about seeing  on  stating that there 

were no improvements to ’s symptoms related to the  injury even after the 

medications and the physical therapy he had undergone. (Dr.  Tr. , ). Dr. 

 further testified about the 50% collapse of ’s disc and stated that it was about half the 

height and is “  (Id. at ). 

Again, Dr. s  report states that it is painful for  to sit, stand, and walk for 

any duration. (Dr.  Report, ). The report also indicates that  has difficulty 

in standing upright. (Id.). As a result, Dr.  imposed sitting and lifting restriction to . (Id.). 
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Later, Dr.  in his   report confirmed that  has permanent physical 

limitations as a result of his injury. (Physician Statement, Dr. ). ’s 

progress report by Dr.  dated  show that ’s pain with prolonged sitting 

and low back pain persisted. (Dr.  Report, ). The report also mentioned that 

according to the neurosurgeon Dr. ,  could not sit for more than 30 minutes per shift and 

cannot lift push or pull more than s. (Id.). There was complete restriction to bend, kneel, or 

climb. Moreover, the reports of  from the  and the Form 14B dated 

 and  show that  has permanent impairment of whole person. 

The Form 14B also placed permanent limitations on repetitive bending and lifting. In addition, in 

his  deposition Dr.  opined that  requires physical therapy, injections and 

pain medicine or meds for the , injury causally related to his work.  

The Commissioner  heard the case on , and an order was 

issued on . The Commission ruled that  attained maximum medical 

improvement as of , and he has sustained permanent partial disability in the amount 

of  to the spine. 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Commission erred in disregarding Dr. ’s testimony and the medical 

records regarding the Claimant’s injury.  

 

 suffered injury to lumbar spine because of the , incident at his 

workplace. This is undisputed and the Commissioner found that “  

 

.” (Commission Decision and Order, p. 14).  continues to 

experience pain during prolonged sitting and has persistent pain in the lower back. The medical 

records of Dr. , , and Dr. ’s testimony are proof of ’s 
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continuing problems. The Commission, however, erred in disregarding the medical records and 

the testimony of Dr. . So, the Commission’s decision that attained maximum medical 

improvement is erroneous.  

“Maximum medical improvement is a factual determination by the Commission.” Curiel 

v. Envtl. Mgmt. Servs., 376 S.C. 23, 29, 655 S.E.2d 482, 485 (2007). “Factual determinations by 

the Commission must be upheld on review unless unsupported by substantial evidence.” Id. 

“Maximum medical improvement is a term used to indicate that a person has reached such a 

plateau that in the physician's opinion there is no further medical care or treatment which will 

lessen the degree of impairment.” Gadson v. Mikasa Corp., 368 S.C. 214, 222, 628 S.E.2d 262, 

267 (Ct. App. 2006). “Expert medical testimony is designed to aid the Appellate Panel in coming 

to the correct conclusion.” Hall v. United Rentals, Inc., 371 S.C. 69, 90, 636 S.E.2d 876, 887 (Ct. 

App. 2006). “[T]he fact finder may disregard [medical testimony only] if there is other competent 

evidence in the record.” Id. (citing Hargrove v. Titan Textile Co., 360 S.C. 276, 294, 599 S.E.2d 

604 (Ct. App. 2004)).  

The Commission based its decision that  attained maximum medical improvement by 

relying on Dr. ’s acknowledgement that from a neurosurgical standpoint, he believed that 

 was at maximum medical improvement. (Dr.  Tr. , ). The 

Commission however, failed to consider Dr. ’s next statement that he has not seen  since 

 and was not in a position to confirm whether his situation is the same. (Id.). In 

addition, the Commission did not consider Dr. ’s statement that to a reasonable degree of 

medical certainty  continues to need physical therapy, injections, and pain medicines. (Id. at 
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Likewise, the medical records from  Center dated , and the 

reports from Dr.  dated  show that  continued to experience pain on 

prolonged sitting and low back pain without any improvement. Moreover, had complete 

restriction from bending, kneeling, or climbing. The Form 14B signed by Dr. , 

 of the  have indicated regenerative medicine and injections as the 

medical care and treatment that is needed for  to lessen the period of disability.                                                                

Dr. ’s reports also specified similar treatment. However, the Commission did not consider 

these records and relied solely on Dr. ’s statement. Therefore, the Commission’s ruling that 

 attained maximum medical improvement based on just one statement alone is erroneous.  

Moreover, it is established that when medical evidence conflicts, substantial evidence 

should support the decision of the Commissioner. Mullinax v. Winn-Dixie Stores, 318 S.C. 431, 

435, 458 S.E.2d 76, 78 (Ct. App. 1995). Substantial evidence is the “evidence which, considering 

the record as a whole, would allow reasonable minds” to reach the same conclusion reached by 

the administrative agency to justify its action. Id. In this case, the Commission relied on Dr. ’s 

single statement to reach the conclusion that  attained maximum medical improvement when 

there were several other medical records to the contrary. As a result, no substantial evidence 

support the Commission’s finding. Therefore, based on the foregoing,  has not attained the 

maximum medical improvement as determined by the Commission and no substantial evidence 

support the Commission’s conclusion.  

II. The Commission erred in thoroughly reviewing the evidence and failed to rule that the 

Claimant sustained 50% disability to his spine that is causally related to his  

, work-related lifting injuries?  

 

An injury arises out of employment when there is “a causal relationship between the 

conditions under which the work is to be performed and the resulting injury.” Crisp v. SouthCo, 
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Dated:  , 2021    s/ _______________ 
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